ON EXHIBIT AT THE HARNESS RACING MUSEUM

TROTTING ON THE AVENUE
“The now famous Harlem River Speedway in New York is without question the
most remarkable road in the world,” observed London’s Sketch
magazine in August 1901. From 1898 to 1919, this picturesque drive provided
a playground for New York City’s trotting horse enthusiasts. Restricted to
use by vehicles built for the driving of light harness horses, the speedway
was the site of thrilling “brushes” and spectacular parades in a setting of
extraordinary beauty. A tributary of the older Harlem Lane, the 2.3 mile drive
was constructed along the western shoreline of the Harlem River among
colorful outcroppings of rock and passing beneath the engineering wonders
of both the Washington and High Bridges. Lithographs, postcards and turn
of the century photographs illuminate the history of the speedway in this new
exhibit by the Harness Racing Museum.

GEAN SMITH HIGHLIGHTS THE HARLEM RIVER SPEEDWAY
In this companion presentation to "Trotting On The Avenue," artist
Gean Smith's dynamic oil paintings of horses and drivers, in competition or in
leisure, provide a vivid record of the brief but vibrant history of the famous
Speedway. A self-taught and self-described "sports painter," Smith was born
in Phillipsport, Sullivan County, New York in 1851. He established his first
studio in Chicago but relocated to New York City in 1885. The Harlem River
Speedway, often referred to as the New York Speedway or simply the
Speedway, became the perfect backdrop and market for Smith's art. Known
for the rapidity with which he could trace a scene on canvas, Smith worked
on painting commissions, as a book illustrator and even applied his talent to
the Vaudeville stage, where in the glare of the spotlight, the artist would
paint four pieces, each in four minutes or less. The Gean Smith exhibition
also highlights the Harness Racing Museum's award-winning conservation
programming, with three of the five 100+ year-old paintings having been
cleaned and repaired with funding provided by the Museum's annual
Restoration Raffle.

HORSE-DRAWN: THE SLEIGHS OF CURRIER & IVES
Until the early twentieth century, horse-drawn sleighs were an
essential means of winter travel. From the practical hauling of
goods to the joy of taking part in a “sleighing carnival,” the artists
of the esteemed Currier & Ives printing firm captured it all in
charming, whimsical detail. These colorful, festive scenes provide us
a glimpse of the winter fashions of the period as well as the social
and cultural significance of the horse in society of the time. The
Harness Racing Museum, home of one of the world’s largest
compilations of Currier & Ives equine lithographs, is proud to
present these highlights from our collection.

